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Who am I?

• Assistant Professor New Media 
Studies, specializing in new media and 
the city 

• Co-founder The Mobile City 

• Worked at Kennisland 

https://blog.bijt.org 
@mdelange 

https://blog.bijt.org


https://99percentinvisible.org/episode/unpleasant-design-hostile-urban-architecture/

The ‘Good Citizen’ in urban design?



The ‘Good Citizen’ in smart city design?





Toward resilient, demand-driven city making in Amsterdam?

market



Buiksloterham as ‘circular city’ - Urban Living Lab

Institutionally backed sandbox space for 
experimenting with collaborative 
makership and open innovation in cities



The Hackable City research project 2014-2017

What role can new media and digital 
culture play in the process of 
collaborative city making in urban lab 
Buiksloterham?

NWO-CI + NWO-KIEM + UvA/HvA funded. 
Team: Martijn de Waal (HvA/UvA), Michiel de Lange (UU), Matthijs Bouw, Froukje van de Klundert (One 
Architecture), Lipika Bansal, Tara Karpinski, Karel Millenaar, Melvin Sidarta, and others. 



Hacker spaces, hackathons, maker spaces, fab labs, etc.

Homo faber meets homo ludens 



“Hacking”?

https://medium.com/backchannel/what-is-a-hacker-51257cad8b54

1. Way of feeling (values & attitude): 
autonomy, ownership, pragmatic 
problem solving vs. curiosity-driven 
problem seeking. 

2. Way of doing (praxis): passionately 
engaging in an activity, tinkering, self-
reliance. 

3. Way of institutionalizing (affordances): 
hackable systems; set of shared 
principles (e.g. open source); self-
organization in networked collectives. 

https://medium.com/backchannel/what-is-a-hacker-51257cad8b54




Self builders as hackers of their city: DIY together 



“It is really nice to meet 
your neighbors early on. 
Looking back I would 
have done more 
collectively.”“Involvement was a 

criteria, sustainability a 
bonus.”

“Neigbors help each other out 
with problems. Within the VVE 
special knowledge groups are 
created”



“I liked filling 
in the details.”

“The open process 
makes me feel at home 
within the project.”





Knowledge gaps and design interventions 

See them all on: http://thehackablecity.nl 

http://thehackablecity.nl


The Hackable City model

AffordancesEthic & attitude Shared praxis

Applied to city making, ‘hacking’ highlights importance of: 

- new tech: potential of media technologies (tools + culture!) for city making 
- new practices: shifts in stakeholder roles and agency 
- new politics:: institutionalizing new practices requires changing urban governance



Hackable city: a citizen-centric smart city narrative 

Smartness What does ‘smart’ mean? Who are supposed to be ‘smart’? Who benefit? 
Urbanity What is the underlying notion and ideal of the ‘city’? What role is there for ‘smart 
citizens’? 
Technologies Do we want a technology-driven future city, ‘solutionism’; logics of 
consumption, control, capsularization?


